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Designed by Robin Raver 

 

Category: Knitted Sweaters and Tops\ 
Knitted Cardigans 

 

Skill Level:  

Size:  
One size fits most adults 
 
Finished Measurements: 
Shoulder width: approx. 17” 
Elbow width: 29”  
Length at center: 20”  
(Blocked) in 3 x 3 Ribbing 
 
 
Materials: 
 

• Cascade Yarns® Cantata 
70% Cotton /  
30% Merino Wool 

• 100g (3.5oz) /  
218 yds (250 m) 

• 3 skeins of color #08 
(Dark Green) 

• US 7 (4.5 mm)
36”circular knitting  
needles or size to  
obtain gauge 

• Crochet hooks E  
(3.5 mm) or G (4.0 mm) 

• 8 Stitch markers 

• Yarn needle 

INTERMEDIATE 
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Gauge: 
16 sts x 28 rows = 4” (10 cm), blocked 
 
Abbreviations: 
CN  = cable needle 
k  = knit 
k2t  = knit two together 
p  = purl 
p2t  = purl two together 
p3t  = purl three together 
pm  = place marker 
sm  = slide marker 
ssk  = slip two stitches individually knitwise on
  to right needle, slide left needle from left 
  to right in the front of two stitches, knit 
  stitches together 
T  = turn 
 
 
Special Stitches: 
C4F= slip two stitches onto CN and hold in front of work, 
K2, K2 from CN 
P4F= slip two stitches onto CN and hold in front of work, 
P2, P2 from CN 
T3B= slip one stitch onto CN and hold in back of work,  
K2, P1 from CN 
T3F= slip 2 stitches onto CN and hold in front of work,  
P1, K2 from CN 
T4B= slip one stitch onto CN and hold in back of work,  
K3, P1 from CN 
T4F= slip 3 stitches onto CN and hold in front of work,  
P1, K3 from CN 
GSR= German Short Row 
 
German Short Row Video Tutorial:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=i_6Pjl20zKA&t=132s 
 
Cable Pattern: 
Row 1: p5, T4B, p2, k4, p2, T4F, p5 
Row 2: p5, k3, p3, k4, p3, k3, p5 
Row 3: p4, T4B, p2, T3B, T3F, p2, T4F, p4 
Row 4: p4, k3, p3, k2, p2, k2, p3, k3, p4 
Row 5: p3, T4B, p2, T3B, p2, T3F, p2, T4F, p3 
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Row 6: p3, k3, p3, k2, p4, k2, p3, k3, p3 
Row 7: p2, T4B, p2, T3B, p4, T3F, p2, T4F, p2 
Row 8: p2, k3, p3, k2, p6, k2, p3, k3, p2 
Row 9: p1, T4B, p2, T3B, p6, T3F, p2, T4F, p1 
Row 10: p1, k3, p3, k2, p8, k2, p3, k3, p1 
Row 11: T4B, p2, T3B, p8, T3F, p2, T4F 
Row 12: k3, p3, k2, p10, k2, p3, k3 
Row 13: T4F, p2, T3F, p8, T3B, p2, T4B 
Row 14: p1, k3, p3, k2, p8, k2, p3, k3, p1 
Row 15: p1, T4F, p2, T3F, p6, T3B, p2, T4B, p1 
Row 16: p2, k3, p3, k2, p6, k2, p3, k3, p2 
Row 17: p2, T4F, p2, T3F, p4, T3B, p2, T4B, p2 
Row 18: p3, k3, p3, k2, p4, k2, p3, k3, p3 
Row 19: p3, T4F, p2, T3F, p2, T3B, p2, T4B, p3 
Row 20: p4, k3, p3, k2, p2, k2, p3, k3, p4 
Row 21: p4, T4F, p2, T3F, T3B, k2, T4B, p4 
Row 22: p5, k3, p3, k4, p3, k3, p5 
Row 23: p5, T4F, p2, k4, p2, T4B, p5 
Row 24: p6, k3, p2, C4F, p2, k3, p6  *** NOTE: When working this row in the short 
rows, you will be on the back of the work, so you will P4F. 
 
Begin Pattern: 
Cast on 238 stitches. 
PM, being careful not to twist, join in the round. 
 
Set up round: 
p3, [k3, p3] 15x (93 stitches), pm, p6, k3, p2, k4, p2, k3, p6, (26 stitches), pm, p3, 
[k3,p3] 15x (93 stitches), pm, p6, k3, p2, k4, p2, k3, p6 (26 stitches). 
 
Repeat this round four more times. 
 
Next round: 
p3, [k3, p3] 5x, pm, k27, pm, p3 [k3, p3] 5x, sm, p6, k3, p2, C4F, p2, k3, p6, sm, p3, 
[k3, p3] 5x, pm, k27, pm, p3 [k3, p3] 5x, sm, p6, k3, p2, C4F, p2, k3, p6. 
 
Begin short rows: 
p3, [k3, p3] 5x, sm 
 
Row 1: k27, sm, p3 [k3, p3] 5x, sm, Row 1 Cable Chart, sm, p2,  
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by Robin Raver
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German Short Row (GSR) as follows (video link above): 
• Turn, WYIF, slide stitch purlwise back onto right needle,  
• Tug on working yarn to lift the stitch up and over the needle, (The stitch 
should now look as though it is two stitches with two strands over the needle that 
interlock at the top) 
• If the next stitch is a purl, bring yarn up and over needle from back to front 
(essentially YO); if next stitch is a knit, bring yarn up and over needle to back 
 
p1, sm, Row 2 Cable Chart, sm, k2, GSR as above. 
 
Row 2: Work ribbing pattern to Cable Chart, sm, Cable Chart, sm, work to turn 
stitch, work turn stitch by purling or knitting two strands together as needed to 
maintain pattern, work two more stitches in ribbing pattern, GSR, maintain pattern 
to next turn stitch, work turn stitch by purling or knitting two strands together to 
maintain pattern, work two more stitches in ribbing pattern, GSR. 
 
Repeat Row 2 until you have worked back and forth with only one stitch remaining 
before both stockinette sections. When looking at the front side of the work, the 
turn stitches will be the middle purl stitch and the first and third knit stitch in the 
3/3 ribbing (for a total of 16 stitches on each side of the cable pattern). Last row of 
Cable Pattern in Short Rows is Row 9. 
 
After completing short rows for front of piece, maintain pattern to back of work 
and repeat steps for back. 
 
Resume working in round, maintaining pattern for 8 inches 
 
(***NOTE:  Remember to p2t the two remaining GSR turn stitches in the first row). 
 
Decrease Round: 
Work pattern to two stitches before stockinette section, p2t, sm, k 27, sm, p2t, 
work pattern to two stitches before stockinette section, p2t, sm, k27, sm, p2t, 
work pattern to end of row (4 stitches decreased). 
 
Repeat decrease round every three rounds, maintaining ribbing as you decrease as 
follows: 
• If there are 2p stitches on either side of stockinette section, p1, k1 before 
stockinette section k1, p1 after stockinette section – p2t 
• If there are 2k stitches before stockinette section or k1, p1 before stocki-
nette section – SSK 
• If there are 2k stitches after stockinette section or p1, k1 after stockinette 
section– k2t 
 
Continue three round repeat until 182 stitches remain. 
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Thank you for downloading our free pattern. For more ideas and inspiration,  

visit us online at http://www.cascadeyarns.com | blog http://cascadeyarns.blogspot.com/  

Find Cascade Yarns on social: 

Short rows for shoulders (if you prefer a more off the shoulder neckline, skip this section): 
 
Row 1: Work to stockinette section, k to 5 stitches before next marker, GSR, p to 5 stitches 
before marker, GSR 
 
Row 2: Work to turn stitch, k two strands together, k1, GSR, p to turn stitch, p two strands to-
gether, p1 GSR 
 
Repeat Row 2 three more times (last turn stitch will be the last stitch of  stockinette section) 
 
Work pattern to second stockinette section and repeat. 
 
Neckline: 
Sm, p1 (k3, p3t) 3x, sm, work 26 stitches in Cable Pattern, sm, (p3t, k3) 3x, P1, remove marker, 
(k3, p3t) 4x, k3, remove marker, P1, (k3, p3t) 3x, sm, work 26 stitches in Cable Pattern, sm, 
(p3t, k3) 3x, P1, remove marker, (k3, p1) 4x, k3 (142 stitches remain) 
 
Maintain pattern for four more rounds (I liked where I was in the Cable Pattern at this point so 
I opted to continue in established knit/purl pattern rather than the Cable Pattern) 
 
Bind off. 
Finish with single crochet chain around neckline. 
Weave in ends. 
Block as desired. 
 

http://www.cascadeyarns.com
blog%20http:/cascadeyarns.blogspot.com/
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